
Saturday, October 22, 2022 

9:00a-10:00a  How to Post Persuasively  

Let's talk about how you can post on social media powerfully and               

persuasively without annoying people in today's complex times. We are 34 

times more persuasive face-to-face and interactive. Come learn some 

posting tools that will help your engagement liven up.  

Jen Zucker  

10:15a-11:30a  Building a Web of Chorus Information  

We will zoom into the free Google Suite to see how to build a web of        

documents, spreadsheets, and forms that can be used with prospective 

members, current members, and handed off to new chorus leadership to 

ensure retention of chorus knowledge and processes! This will be an          

interactive course where we will collectively build a document that             

represents a chorus structure to illustrate the kinds of information that 

might benefit your chorus.  

Kim Alley  

11:30a-1:00p  Lunch Break   

1:00p-2:00p  The Mysterious Music Category  

When you hear the phrase “Music Category”, do you get chills up your 

spine? Are you haunted by the Circle of 5ths? Are you spooked when you 

hear an Augmented 4th? Be afraid no more as you zoom into what’s brewing 

with the Music Category.   

Mary Ashford  

2:15p-3:15p  Courageously Choosing Contest Music  

Are you bewitched, bothered and bewildered at the thought of choosing 

contest music? Do you howl at the moon with having to sing last year’s     

contest song yet again? Do you scream at the thought of taking a chance 

with an unfamiliar ballad? It is time to release those fears and zoom in for 

the recipe for the vessel with the pestle that has the musical brew that is 

true.  

Mary Ashford  

3:30p-4:45p  Judging: Behind the Scenes  

Why would you want to be a judge? How do you become one of these judge 

people? What happens after they agree to let you into the inner sanctum? 

How do you stay in the judging program?  Is it true that judges are paid to 

judge?  Is it true that judges want red lipstick and sequins, old fashioned 

songs and all the right notes and words? (Okay, yes to the last one.) This is 

YOUR CHANCE to ask those questions you've always wanted to know about 

judges, the judging process and what happens behind the scenes.  

Bobbette Gantz  

4:45p-5:00p  Wrap-up  Tammy Ragsdale  
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Sunday, October 23, 2022 

9:00a-10:00a  Moving Air into Sound  

No longer referred to as an "Attack"; moving air into sound takes us through 

the process of inhalation, pre-sound, initial sound and carries that 

"CAP" (constant air pressure) throughout the entire word sound and      

complete phrase. This process affects (3 of the 4 Judging categories directly) 

1. Sound Category – “Energized vocal line” and “tone flow” 2.  Music – 

“Musical artistry” 3. Expression – “lyrical flow”  

Laura Pallas-Singer  

10:15a-11:15a Marking Your Music for Success  

You don't have to mark all your music...just the parts you want to sing 

well!  Ok, that statement is a big challenge but the premise is, the better 

your map, the better you can navigate.  So understanding basic level     

markings like when you are on "do" or "octaves" or intermediate level 

markings like your tuning [Pythagorean].  And even being exposed to       

advance level markings like "duets" or "swipes" or "enharmonics". If 

you analyze a beautiful poem, sometimes by taking it apart, you can put it 

back together with more depth of understanding.  This is what marking your 

music for success can offer. Your Music for Success  

 

Laura Pallas-Singer  

11:15a-Noon  Open Forum  

This time is reserved for you to share your desires for education from the 

Region. Let's talk about what you think would be most beneficial to your 

continued Barbershop education.  

Tammy Ragsdale  
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